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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to investigate the learners’ learning styles and strategies from different backgrounds, to analyze how these variables of individuals work on problem-solving skills and to achieve the ultimate goal of being employed as professionals in the computer field. The investigation was performed by 117 students learning computer at a vocational training institution. The questionnaire was composed of three parts-learning styles, learning strategies, including cognition/behavior regulations and problem-solving skills with problem solving confidence, approach-avoidance mode, and personal control ability.

There appeared the correlation between learning strategies and problem-solving skills. In detail, the three factors of learning strategies - inspection, management of time and study, and assistance pursuing strategy are found to affect problem-solving skills. These three meaningful strategies are practical and thus, can be applied to teachers and students in computer education.

Key Words: computer education, learning styles and strategies, problem-solving skills, computer education

1. Introduction
The 21st century is a knowledge-based society and IT technology is the Foundation of value added. IT based job training is open to graduates from not engineering related majors because many students are increasingly avoiding natural science and engineering. Many of the game developers and IT professionals of S/W and design fields are from vocational training courses on the Ministry of Employment and Labor [1]. The final objective of this paper is to present effective teaching and learning methods to identify the relationship between the computer learners’ learning strategies and problem-solving skills for a professional career in IT. The study of this paper is as follows:
- Research on types, motivations, and learning forms of computer learners.
- Research on learning strategies
- Research on problem-solving skills
2. Related Researches

2.1 Learning styles

Learning style refers to an overall concept including learning habits, methods and strategies. It has been described to explain individual differences in providing an optimal learning environment applying teaching assignments, teaching methods and assessments and also, encouraging learners’ academic achievement [2]. Learning style includes a variety of teaching methods and facilitating factors which can improve learning performance. Also, academic motivation is related to the dynamic power that actually leads learners to study [3-4]. The dictionary definition of a learning community is that individuals who voluntarily aim to study with each other and give new value to their learning and develop learning activities through this process [5].

2.2 Learning strategies

Zimmerman’s theory is the most widely used in the field of Self-regulated learning. According to his definition, “Self-regulation is not a mental ability or an academic performance skill; rather it is the self-directed process by which learners transform their mental abilities into academic skills.” “self-regulation of learning involves more than detailed knowledge of a skill; it involves the self-awareness, self-motivation, and behavioral skill to implement that knowledge appropriately[6].

Yangmyunghee tried to conceptualize of new self-regulation learning by collecting professors’ various thoughts and adding the need for motivation/emotional regulations[7].

2.3 Problem solving skills

Humans are to lead a professional life while living their own lives and many job skills are required for this purpose. The concept of professional competence is based on a variety of definitions across countries and researchers.

According to the definition of jeongcheolyoung, vocational skills are a totality of skills required to successfully perform a given job in professional life. Vocational Competencies are classified as vocational basic skills and job performance skills. First, vocational basic skills are basically required knowledge, skills, attitudes and experiences in order to successfully complete the job. Job performance is professional knowledge, skills and attitudes required to successfully carry out their duties in a particular occupation or profession [8].
The problem-solving skills are defined by various nations and scholars. The problem-solving skills are defined by various national and scholars. According to the UK QCA (Qualifications and Curriculum Authority), the problem-solving skills are the ability to devise an approach that can be processed to identify and evaluate the characteristics of the problem. Scottish SQA (Scotland Qualification Authority) defines it as the ability to evaluate with respect to analysis and planning, organization, implementation, review and problem-solving activities in order to solve the problem of problem-solving skills. Singapore WDA (Workforce Development Agency) is defined as the ability to evaluate and predict creating a solution to make the problem '[9]

3. Research Methods

The research was conducted at D institutions in Daejeon. Aimed at students belonging to the D institutions, a total of 119 surveys were conducted for 8 days from October 17, 2014, to October 24, 2014. Among 119 results, except two error data showing the missing value, 117 response result data were analyzed.

Learning style questionnaires used in the study are made of the total of 23 questions.

- Gender and age factor, the reason for taking the job training process, how you think applying for computer related jobs at your age, reason for not dropping out, portfolio preparation, feedback on overtime, thinking about competing with college graduates majored in computer fields and whether you have l coaches and role models for learning.

3.1 Questionnaires

Learning style questionnaires used in the study are made of the total of 23 questions.

- Gender and age factor, the reason for taking the job training process, how you think applying for computer related jobs at your age, reason for not dropping out, portfolio preparation, feedback on overtime, thinking about competing with college graduates majored in computer fields and whether you have l coaches and role models for learning.

3.2 Learning Strategy Investigation

To measure the student's learning strategies, Jeong-Mee-Kyung [10]'s self-regulating learning checks were used. Cognitive and learning where students' efficient scaling information, comprehension, the actual strategy used to organize measures. A subcomponent of the controlling factor whether the total consists of four is the reliability of the scale
cronbach α. 89, action control reliability is cronbach α. 90, and the whole question of reliability is cronbach was verified by α. 91. A measure of the response to each question was designed for the 6-point Likert (1 point = not at all, 6 points = very Yes)[11].

3.3 Problem Solving Skills

Problem solving skills are developed by Heppner and Peterson[12] scale (Personal Problem Solving Inventory; PSI). The reliability of the whole questions is cronbach α. 90. A measure of the response to each question was designed for the 6-point Likert (1 point = not at all, 6 points = very Yes).

3.4 Data Analysis Method

This study is analyzed using SPSS Statistics 20.0 program on the basis of the survey results in order to figure out learning strategies and problem-solving skills for each factor in the field of computer vocational training sector targeted adult men and women.

Humans are to lead a professional life while living their own lives and many job skills are required for this purpose. Job performance is professional knowledge, skills and attitudes required to successfully carry out their duties in a particular occupation or profession [8].

The problem-solving skills are defined by various national and scholars [9].

4. Findings and analysis

4.1 The Learning Strategy, Problem-Solving Abilities of Descriptive Statistics

![Fig. 1. Descriptive Statistics of Learning Strategies](image-url)
4.2 The Difference Verification of the Main Variables (Total of 23 Variables)

There are 2 types of variables after implementing signification test: meaningful variables and meaningless variables.

4.2.1 Insignificant Difference verification variables

- gender - age - reasons for choosing the computer education course - computer learners’ thoughts on age - reasons for not giving up during the course (learning strategies) - comments on overtime - will of competing with college majors (learning strategies) - coaching for learning (problem solving skills) - the role within a group study - selecting Leaders/Followers (learning strategies) - leader’s learning style (if you are a leader, How do you study?) - What kind of benefits do the leaders take? - How do you study under the leaders’ control? - What kind of benefits of learning as a group? - optimal number for a group study - preference for teaching methods (project type/lecture type) - feedback preference (Directly/indirectly) - who do you prefer to study with (teachers and colleagues) - How do the computer learners think about the roles of IT instructors?

4.2.2 Difference verification of meaningful variables

- reasons for not giving up during the course (problem solving skills): the reasons for not giving up are meaningful with 'intellectual curiosity', 'personal commitment' 'employment' factors in the order and the variable "pressure" is not related. - portfolio preparation will (problem solving skills) - will of competing with college majors (problem solving skills) - the experience of being heard of the law of 10,000 hours - the will of performing the law of 10,000 hours - coaching for learning (learning strategies) - having a role model - preference for a group study - the role within a group study - selecting Leaders/Followers (problem solving skills)
4.3 The correlation of Learning Strategies and Problem-Solving Skills

4.3.1 Difference verification of meaningful variables

According to the Pearson correlation coefficient, problem-solving skills and learning strategies are high correlation of 776. Therefore, learning strategies and problem-solving ability are statistically significant.

4.3.2 Difference verification of meaningful variables

Cognitive control and behavior control are high correlation of .662. They are statistically significant.

- The Impact of sub factors of cognitive control on behavior control

In order to study the specific effects that cognitive control influences on behavior control, sub factors (remember, cognitive strategies, demonstration and checking, planning) of cognitive control were set as independent variables, behavior control were set as dependent variables. Multiple regression analysis is conducted.

Multicollinearity happens when a tolerance is less than 0.1 or VIF is more than 10. Therefore, there is no multicollinearity. Overall, the model is statistically significant ($F = 25.698, p < .001$), the model summary $R$ squared is 47.9%. 'Check' and 'planning' factors are $p > .05$, they are meaningless. If you look at the beta value, 'cognitive strategies' is .575 and larger than .195 of 'demonstration and memories', thus, 'cognitive strategies' affects more than 'demonstration and memories'.

4.3.3 The Correlation of the Factors of Problem Solving Skills and Learning Strategies

Problem-solving skills are composed of 3 factors - 'confident', 'approach-avoidance approach' and 'personal control'.

4.3.3.1 Learning Strategy Factors and Their Impact on Problem-Solving Confidence

The model is statistically significant ($F = 12.114, p < .001$) and the regression model description is 47.3 percent. The factors that meet probability are 'check($p = .021$)', and 'time and study control($p = .027$)'. Both 2 factors are plus, thus, check', and 'time and study control' have a positive impact on problem solving confidence. The beta value of 'check ' is .303 and this is larger than .279 of 'demonstration and memories'. Therefore, 'check' affects more than 'demonstration and memories.'
4.3.3.2 Learning Strategy Factors and Their Impact on Approach-Avoidance Scheme

Models are statistically significant (F = 30.149, p < .001), and the regression model description is 69.1 percent. The factors that meet probability are 'check(p =.005)', 'time and study control(p =.000)', and 'pursuing assistance strategies(p =.017)'. The factors have a positive impact on the approach-avoidance scheme. The beta value of 'time and study control(.418)' is larger than 'check(.282)' and 'pursuing assistance strategies(.185)' . Therefore, 'time and study control' affects more than these 2 factors.

4.3.3.3 Learning Strategy Factors and Its Impact on Personal Control Ability

Models are statistically significant (F = 7.708, p < .001), and the regression model description is 36.3 percent. The factor that meets probability is 'time and study control(p =.001)'.

5. Conclusion

The most required things for computer learners for job are problem solving skills and learning strategies before occupational techniques. They can be obtained enough if there are strong will and motivation for vision. Gender and age obstacles do not matter a lot.

Also, learning strategies and problem-solving skills are important factors in the correlations. 'Check', 'Time and study control', 'pursuing assistance strategies' are key elements for problem solving skills. Teachers should design their class considering these factors, so the learners' learning strategies get activated under the best conditions.

The result of this study can be used in various fields. In order to generalize the results, there should be further studies at similar environments and curriculum from vocational institutions with a variety of research methods.
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